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Negative Entropy of Mixing for Vanadium-Platinum Solutions
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The phonon densities of states for pure vanadium and the solid solutions V-6.25% Ni, Pd, Pt were
determined from inelastic neutron scattering measurements. The solute atoms caused a large stiffening
of the phonons, resulting in large, negative vibrational entropies of mixing. For V-6.25%Pt, the negative
vibrational entropy of mixing exceeds the conventional positive chemical entropy of mixing. This
negative total entropy of mixing should extend to lower concentrations of Pt, and the effect on the bcc
solvus line is discussed. The experimental data were inverted to obtain interatomic force constants by
using a Born–von Kármán model with an iterative optimization algorithm. The stiffening of bonds
responsible for the decrease of entropy was found to occur mainly in first-nearest-neighbor solute-host
bonds, and correlates in part with the solute metallic radius.
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TABLE I. Measured and calculated elastic moduli.

B meas. B calc. G meas. G calc.
(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (GPa)

V 149	 7 163 46	 0:7 35:2
Va 155.2 42.55
Vb 157.12 43.768
V-Ni 163	 8 174 48:6	 0:9 40:8
V-Pd 150	 6 159 53:4	 0:9 40:9
V-Pt 167	 7 170 59	 1 47:1

aReference [12].
bReference [13].
Mixing creates structural disorder, so the entropy of a
mixed system is expected to be larger than an unmixed
system. The well-known configurational entropy of mix-
ing in the point approximation

Smixcf � �kB�clnc� �1� c�ln�1� c�� (1)

is always positive (c is concentration, 0< c< 1). Its
contribution to the free energy F � E� TS therefore
promotes solubility at higher temperatures, and, in equi-
librium with a second phase of lower entropy, the solu-
bility limit of a solid solution should increase with
temperature. This is typically observed, but exceptions
are noteworthy, including unexplained cases where solid
solubility decreases over a range of temperature, termed
‘‘retrograde’’ solubility.

Experimental and theoretical investigations have
shown that differences in vibrational entropy play an
important role in the relative thermodynamic stabilities
of solid phases [1–5]. There is now a widespread interest
in better understanding the effects of vibrational entropy
on phase diagrams, an active topic of ab initio investiga-
tions. Here we show, to our knowledge for the first time, a
negative entropy of mixing at rather low solute concen-
trations, caused by the entropy of atomic vibrations. The
thermal stability of structurally ordered states and disor-
dered states is thereby reversed.

Although the solubility of Ni in the body-centered
cubic (bcc) V-rich phase is qualitatively consistent with
the entropy of Eq. (1), the elements below Ni in the
periodic table, Pd and especially Pt, have similar phase
diagrams but show a much weaker temperature depen-
dence of solubility in bcc V [6]. Owing to its incoherent
neutron cross section and cubic crystal structure, vana-
dium is the ideal element for measuring a phonon density-
of-states (DOS) by inelastic neutron scattering [7], as are
V-rich bcc solid solutions. From the phonon DOS the
vibrational entropy and other phonon thermodynamic
functions can be obtained, at least at low temperatures.
Previous studies of resonance modes of heavy solutes in
0031-9007=04=93(18)=185704(4)$22.50 
vanadium suggest important effects on phonon thermo-
dynamics [8–11].

Alloys were prepared by arc melting under a high-
purity argon atmosphere. The ingots of V-Ni, V-Pd, and
V-Pt were subsequently cold rolled to the desired thick-
nesses and annealed in vacuum at 950 �C for 1 h and air
cooled in their quartz ampoules. X-ray diffractometry
showed the samples to be bcc solid solutions.

The longitudinal (cL) and transverse (cT) sound veloc-
ities were measured by transit times of ultrasonic pulses.
The shear and bulk moduli G � 
c2T and B � 
c2L � 4

3G
were obtained from the acoustic velocities and the alloy
densities. The results in Table I show only a slight stiffen-
ing in bulk modulus in the alloysV-Pt and V-Ni compared
with pure V, and no measurable effect in V-Pd. On the
other hand, the solutes cause a substantial stiffening of G.
Compared to pure V, the relative stiffenings of G for {V-
Ni, V-Pd, V-Pt} are, sequentially, {6%, 16%, 30%}.

Inelastic neutron scattering spectra were measured us-
ing the IPNS-LRMECS time-of-flight chopper spec-
trometer at the Argonne National Laboratory. The
incident energy was 55 meV and the detector coverage
allowed for momentum transfers between 0.5 and 9 �A�1

at zero energy transfer. The FWHM energy resolution was
1:1 meV at 40 meV positive energy transfer, increasing to
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FIG. 1. Supercell used in lattice dynamics inversion. The
central black circle is the solute atom X. Small dark atoms
are 1NN vanadium atoms. Arrows indicate force constants
optimized in the simulation. Solid arrows: X-V force constants.
Dashed arrow: V1-V1 force constants.
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2:8 meV at the elastic line. All spectra were normalized
by the total incident flux and sample mass, and were
corrected for detector efficiency and time-independent
background. The spectrum from the empty sample con-
tainer was subtracted, and the elastic peak was removed.
A standard procedure was used to remove effects of
temperature and multiphonon scattering [14]. This analy-
sis uses the incoherent-scattering approximation, which
should be well satisfied for solid solutions of vanadium
when solutes that scatter coherently are distributed ran-
domly. For pure elements of cubic crystals, this analysis
provides the phonon DOS [7].

Because different elements and isotopes have different
neutron scattering cross sections, the phonon DOS curves
obtained from this data reduction procedure are ‘‘neutron
weighted’’—phonon modes involving large displace-
ments of elements with larger cross sections tend to be
overemphasized. We call such a spectrum a generalized
phonon DOS (gDOS). The intensity of phonon scattering
is proportional to the ratio of the elemental cross section
divided by mass, and the ratios for our solute atoms with
respect to vanadium are {3.1, 0.4, 0.6} for {Ni, Pd, Pt}
[15]. For small solute concentrations, neutron weighting
has only small effects on the phonon DOS. Nevertheless,
a correction for this effect is possible when the full lattice
dynamics can be determined, and the full lattice dynam-
ics also permits assessments of partial DOS curves as
explained below.

A Born–von Kármán model of lattice dynamics
[16,17] was developed for a 16-atom cubic supercell con-
taining 8 bcc unit cells of all V atoms, except the central
atom was a solute atom X (X � Ni, Pd, or Pt) (see Fig. 1).
Three sets of independent force constants were included
in the model, corresponding to forces between the solute
and vanadium atoms, force constants between the vana-
dium atoms that were first-nearest neighbors (1NN) of the
solute atom, and force constants between matrix vana-
dium atoms. All three sets of force constants included
pairs up to 5NN. The supercell dynamics allowed calcu-
lation of both the true phonon DOS and the neutron-
weighted phonon gDOS by finding a best fit to the ex-
perimental gDOS. Six tensorial interatomic force
constants ��;�0

�;� , corresponding to the three arrows in
Fig. 1, were iteratively optimized using Powell’s algo-
rithm [18]. (The ��;�0

�;� for more distant neighbors were
fixed at values obtained from bcc vanadium.) The gDOS
histograms were calculated for 1� 103 random ~q points
(as suggested by a convergence study), and broadened by
an instrument resolution function. The optimization cri-
terion for minimizing the deviation between the calcu-
lated and experimental gDOS curves used a �2 that
accounted for the errors from experimental counting
statistics. (Some details of the inversion procedure were
given previously [19].) The DOS of pure vanadium was
also inverted and yielded a force-constant tensor in very
good agreement with prior results up to 4NN pairs [20].
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A test of these optimized ��;�0

�;� is to calculate the
elastic constants c11, c12, and c44 and the elastic moduli
B � �c11 � 2c12�=3 and G � c44, using the Born-Huang
relations [16], which were evaluated up to 3NN pairs for a
bcc lattice. Supercell alloy averages for B and G were
obtained by averaging the fraction of X-V or V-V pairs in
each shell. Values of bulk and shear modulus obtained
from the inverted force constants are compared with our
results from ultrasonic measurements in Table I. The
changes of elastic moduli with respect to pure vanadium
are well reproduced.

The ratio of the calculated gDOS and DOS curves is
the neutron-weight distribution that was used to obtain
the corrected experimental DOS curves in Fig. 2. A large
stiffening is observed in the DOS upon alloying, with a
positive shift in the cutoff energy in excess of 3 meV for
Pt solutes. This effect is stronger down the column of the
periodic table from Ni to Pd to Pt, indicating a correlation
with the size and/or mass of the solute species. Calculated
DOS curves resulting from our inversion procedure are
also presented in Fig. 2.

Partial DOS curves calculated with the optimized
force constants are shown in Fig. 3. A striking feature
is the low-energy resonance mode observed in the Pt and
Pd partial DOS curves around 12 meV. Resonance modes
can occur when the solute mass is significantly larger
than that of the host atoms [17,21]. In both V-Pt and V-
Pd, an extra solute peak is also observed at high energies,
somewhat above the cutoff energy of pure vanadium,
whereas few modes are present at intermediate energies.
For both V-Pd and V-Pt, the 3NN vanadium partial DOS
is similar to the DOS of pure vanadium, but the 1NN
partial DOS shows a large stiffening. With eight such
1NN vanadium atoms about each solute atom, this stiff-
ening alters significantly the total phonon DOS.

From the optimized tensorial force constants, we cal-
culated the longitudinal and transverse components asso-
ciated with a central potential [17]. A prominent trend
was a very large change in the 1NN solute-host forces,
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FIG. 2. Points: experimental DOS curves for pure vanadium
and alloys, corrected for neutron weighting. Dashed line: V
DOS from minimization algorithm. Solid line: calculated DOS
curve from the dynamics model.
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notably the longitudinal stiffness, L1, of 1NN X-V pairs.
This is correlated to the solute metallic radius in Fig. 4
(the bcc metallic radii of Ni,V, Pd, and Pt are 121.3, 131.0,
133.9, and 135.0 pm, respectively [22]). This force con-
stant is much larger in V-Pt and V-Pd than in pureV, while
it is much smaller in V-Ni. This result indicates that L1
increases or decreases dramatically when the central V
atom is replaced by a larger (Pd, Pt) or smaller (Ni) solute
FIG. 3. Partial DOS curves for the solute atom and its V
neighbors up to 3NN shell, obtained from the optimized super-
cell lattice dynamics.
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atom. A similar trend was observed for L2. Conversely,
the transverse stiffness, T1, clearly follows an opposite
trend, decreasing as the size of the solute atom gets larger.
The trend in L1 is expected because a large substitutional
solute atom compresses the bonds to neighboring vana-
dium atoms, increasing the longitudinal bond stiffness.
The opposite effect in T1 can be understood because the
compressed rows of atoms passing through the impurity
atom are unstable against lateral displacements of atoms
in the row, as was reported for interstitial defects [23].
The changes in L1 and T1 correlate well with the differ-
ence in metallic radius between the host and solute atom,
as seen in Fig. 4. The relaxation of atomic positions
around the solute atom is not taken into account in our
lattice dynamics model, however. The distortions in bond
length extend beyond the 1NN shell of the solute, so our
calculated changes in the bond stiffnesses account for
cumulative effects over longer physical distances.

The vibrational entropy Svib, in the quasiharmonic
approximation is

Svib�3kB
Z Emax

0
��nE�1�ln�nE�1��nEln�nE���g�E�dE;

(2)

where nE is the Bose-Einstein distribution and g�E� is the
DOS, both for the same temperature. For each alloy, the
DOS used in Eq. (2) was the experimental DOS curve
corrected for neutron weighting as discussed above. The
vibrational entropy of mixing, Smixvib �c�, was calculated as
the difference in vibrational entropy between alloys and
the pure elements of appropriate proportions, using some
pure element phonon data from the literature [24–26].
Results for room temperature are listed in Table II. At
higher temperatures Smixvib should be even more negative
owing to the behavior of nE�T�. The error was obtained
from the experimental error of our measured DOS curves.
FIG. 4. Optimized longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) 1NN
solute-vanadium force constants. The x axis is the relative
difference in metallic radius between solute species and vana-
dium, representing (left to right) Ni, V, Pd, and Pt. Lines are
drawn to guide the eye.
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TABLE II. Vibrational entropy of mixing from the corrected
DOS curves of the alloy and DOS curves of pure elements,
evaluated at 295 K.

Sample Emax (meV) Smixvib �kB=atom�

V-6.25% Ni 36 �0:082	 0:005
V-6.25% Pd 38 �0:185	 0:005
V-6.25% Pt 40 �0:272	 0:005
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For dissolving 6:25 at:% Pd or Pt in V, the large
negative vibrational entropy of mixing has unex-
pected thermodynamic consequences. For V-Pt the value
of Smixvib �0:0625� � �0:272kB=atom exceeds the configura-
tional entropy of mixing Smixcf �0:0625� � �0:234kB=atom
of Eq. (1). For a V-6:25 at:% Pt alloy, the total entropy of
mixing is therefore negative. Assuming the effects of
solute atoms on the phonon spectrum are linear in the
solute concentration at these low concentrations, the en-
tropy of mixing will be negative for all concentrations
exceeding 3:4 at:% Pt or 13 at:% Pd. The configurational
entropy of mixing will dominate at lower concentrations,
owing to its logarithmic singularity. Nevertheless, the
first term in Eq. (1) is largest at low concentrations, so
the composition where Smixtotal � 0 decreases approximately
exponentially with the vibrational entropy contribution of
the solute atom (assuming Svib is linear in concentration).
A hypothetical solute causing twice the effect of Pt would
have a negative entropy of mixing for compositions as
low as 0:04 at:%. In this case the increase of Smixvib with
temperature [through nE�T� of Eq. (2)] could lead to
retrograde solubility, and there were hints that a negative
vibrational entropy may contribute to retrograde solubil-
ity [27].

In summary, the stiffening of the Pt-V 1NN longitu-
dinal force constant is responsible for a large negative
vibrational entropy of mixing of Pt in V. For Pt concen-
trations of only a few atomic percent, the total entropy of
mixing is therefore negative. This negative entropy of
mixing affects the solubility of Pt in V. The bcc solvus
curve has a much stronger temperature dependence for V-
Ni than for V-Pd or V-Pt, as expected from the present
trends of the vibrational entropies of mixing in these
three materials (for V-Pt the bcc solvus has little tempera-
ture dependence over 2000 K [6]). The larger negative
vibrational entropy of mixing of Pt compared to Pd may
also contribute to the lower solubility of Pt than Pd. An
overall negative entropy of mixing may exist for other
solid solutions of large solute atoms, even at low solute
concentrations. A negative entropy of mixing for the solid
solution gives thermal stability to ordered states, sup-
pressing the formation of structurally disordered states
at elevated temperatures.
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